Several authors have treated kinetic effects associated with the ion-acoustic soliton; e.g., Ott and Sudan investigated linear electron Landau damping and Karpman and Lotko have looked at damping due to ion reflection. Here an O'Neil-type frozen wave calculation that includes effects associated with electron orbits in a soliton is presented. This calculation differs from previous ones in that the usual three time scale argument is made: OJ pe >OJ be >YL' The orbit effects included in this ordering become important at the modest amplitude e<1> ITe ~ (mJm; ).2 Saturation at finite amplitude is predicted.
I. INTRODUCTION
Linear electron Landau damping of ion-acoustic solitons was first studied by Ott and Sudan.
1 They derived a Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation with a source term that models the lowest-order effects of resonant electrons. Their equation contains the lowest-order nonlinear terms in addition to terms that correspond to the linear dispersion relation for ion-acoustic waves. The derivation is justified by a formal procedure whereby these terms in the equation are of the same order.
Van Dam and Taniuti 2 pointed out that Ott and Sudan neglected trapped-particle effects, which are of the same order as the linear Landau-damping terms included in the treatment of Ref. 1. (Ott and Sudan promote this neglect by the introduction of noise.) The situation is analogous to that of nonlinear Landau-damping of a large-amplitude plasma wave. 3 For times longer than the electron bounce time, OJ;;' I = (mJek 2<1> )1/2, the linear theory breaks down; thus, if the Landau time, YC 1 = [k 21Tme Te/(8mt)] -1/2, is longer than OJb~ I, nonlinear effects are important.
For the ion-acoustic soliton YL <OJ be provided the amplitude is mildly large [ e<1> ITe >(mJm; f] . It will be shown that for the soliton, as for the plasma wave, phase mixing of electron orbits effectively stops the damping after a few bounce periods. However, as discussed by Ott and Sudan, I these nonlinear effects could be unimportant if electron scattering by collisions or fluctuations occurs more rapidly than OJ;;' I. This time-dependent damping problem has not been previously treated. Schamel 4 assumes a stationary trappedelectron distribution, showing that trapped particles can modify the relatiollship between soliton speed, amplitude, and width. Karpman 5 and Lotk0 6 note that for time t<OJ b --; 1 the theory of Ott and Sudan is valid and then they treat the effects of ion Landau damping for t>OJ bi I. They are forced to assume an unperturbed KdV soliton as an initial condition, noting that within a time t-OJbi 1 the electrons will have phase mixed.
Our calculation is valid before the ion orbit effects become important (i.e., for t <OJbi I) and thus yields the appropriate initial condition for studies of ion effects. These differ from electron effects because an ion-acoustic soliton is a localized pulse with <1> > O. The soliton reflects ions and thus continually exchanges momentum with ions arriving at the pulse from infinity.6
The derivation presented here begins with the coupled Vlasov-Poisson ion-fluid equations. Utilizing the standard ordering scheme of Gardner and Morikawa
7
, we obtain in Sec. II a reduced system: the coupled Vlasov-KdV equations. Instead of artificially separating resonant and nonresonant contributions, we use a subtraction procedures to isolate the nonadiabatic portion of the electron response.
In Sec. III the Vlasov equation is solved by integrating along the electron orbits in a soliton with frozen amplitude, following 0'Nei1.3 This approximation requires the amplitude change to be small; yet e<1> ITe >(mJ m; t Several authors have extended the O'Neil analysis to larger yL/OJ be (in an attempt to approach self-consistency) by treating the adiabatic modification of the particle orbits in the damping wave.
-
11 This procedure is not applicable to the soliton since untrapped particles do not have periodic orbits. We leave the self-consistent treatment of the Vlasov-KdV system to future work.
The damping of the soliton is treated by the method of perturbed conservation laws in Sec. IV. 12 ,13 We obtain an equation for the soliton speed as a function time. As the soliton damps and oscillates at the bounce frequency, its speed, width, and amplitude remain related as in the unper-. b' h . 1415 h turbed case. More ngorous pertur atlOn t eones ' s ow the approximate validity of this method. Our final result (Fig. 4) is the asymptotic speed of the soliton as a function of initial condition. Figure 4 shows that e<1> IT. -(m.lm; f is an effective threshold for existence of the soliton: for amplitudes larger than this electron Landau damping is a small effect.
For an experimental measurement of this effect several criteria must be met. First, linear ion Landau damping must be weak compared to that due to electrons. This implies Tel T; > 16, As shown by Van Dam and Taniutf collisions are relatively unimportant; however, the transverse dimension of the soliton must be large enough so that wall collisions can be neglected: L >AOe (TJecJ». We mention that trapped electrons have been experimentally observed in an ionacoustic soliton by Tran and Means. 16 
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II. KINETIC ELECTRON KdV EQUATION
In this section the ion-acoustic KdV equation with corrections due to kinetic electron effects is obtained. Preparing for this derivation we write the electron-Vlasov, ion-fluid, and Poisson equations in terms of the following dimensionless variables, which are appropriate for ion-acoustic waves:
ecJ> '/Te=cJ>, veJ'/nO=J, n'/no=n, u'lco=u. (1) Here the primed quantities are the unscaled variables;fis the electron distribution function; nand u are, respectively, the ion-fluid density and velocity; and cJ> is the electrostatic po- 
Following the standard derivation of the KdV equation, 7 we assume that the perturbed potential is small ( cJ>-E) and introduce stretched time and space coordinates. It is assumed that the characteristic scale length of the perturbation is ks _EI/2. This implies for ion-acoustic oscillations that typical frequencies will be OJ o = k s c o -E I/2. In addition to this time scale, a slow soliton time scale is introduced: OJ s _e 12 . These time scales are sufficient when the electron response is adiabatic. However, in the present case several additional time scales must be considered. The first, the electron plasma frequency, we neglect-simply assuming plasma waves are not present. The second is the electron bounce frequency, OJb (here and henceforth we drop the SUbscript e). Finally the nonadiabatic electron motion gives rise to Landau damping at the rate Yv The scaled values (in terms of OJ pi ) of these frequencies are
The relative values of the five times scales are plotted as a function of E in Fig. 1 .
In the seminal work of Ott and Sudan it was assumed thatE-8 1/2. As seen in Fig. 1 damp away before nonlinear evolution occurs. In the opposite limit the soliton effectively does not damp at all. However, at the point where E-D 1/2 the electron bounce frequency is 0 (1) and thus the analysis of Ott and Sudan, which neglects this motion, is invalid. These authors justify their use of straight line orbits by the ad hoc introduction of a small amount of noise. In the absence of noise one can show that for t<OJ b -1 the theory of Ott and Sudan is valid; however, during this time negligible Landau damping occurs. 
that for all values ofEofinterest (E <8 -I)we have
OJb>OJ s ; furthermore, when E>8 2 we haveOJ b > Yv We will see, however, that it is consistent to neglect changes in the quantities n, cJ>,and u on the bounce time scale. The primary reason for this is that the coupling between the ion-fluid quantities and the nonadiabatic portion of the electron motion occurs only at the final order in our expansion [0 (~)).
Proceeding to the fluid equations we introduce the usual variables
where 5 takes into account OJ o variations and 1" varies on the scale OJ.,. Expanding, n(x,t) = I + Enl(S,r) + ... , (8) and substituting Eqs. (7) and (8) into Eqs. (3)- (5) we obtain the desired equation. For convenience we define the adiabatic electron density (9) This density results from assuming f f dv = e<l> and expanding using Eq. (8). To obtain the correct result it is necessary to assume
(10)
This will be verified in Sec. IV.
Carrying out the expansion to second order yields
The right-hand side is the kinetic correction to the KdV equation. Equation (11) is equivalent to that derived by Karpman 5 and Van Dam and Taniuti 2 except that instead of splitting off the adiabatic portion of the electron response, they remove the nonresonant response. This necessitates defining the electron density by an integral over the nonresonant portion of phase space, which is not a well-defined procedure when the orbits are nonlinear. Furthermore with their procedure the nonresonant electron density is assumed to be independent of the position of the phase-space boundary separating the resonant and nonresonant regions. This is difficult to justify. In contrast our procedure is analogous to the subtraction procedure of Morales and O'Neil s : they split off the linear response in their study oflarge-amplitude plasma waves.
III. ELECTRON VLASOV EQUATION
In this section we solve the Vlasov equation with an ionacoustic soliton potential. We allow I to depend on the Thus, as potential we take the solution to the KdV equation in the absence of kinetic effects (S = 0)
where c represents the speed of the soliton is excess of the sound speed. Noting that the electron density must satisfy Poisson's equation (5) at t = 0, using the fact that cf>s(x,O) satisfies the unperturbed KdV equation (11) and, finally using the expansions ofEq. (8), yields
where na is given by Eq. (9). We further assume that the initial velocity distribution is Maxwellian in the lab frame, and hence in the sound frame is 
I(s,w,t b ) = l[so(s,w,tb),wO(S,w,tb),O],
where (So,w o ) is the initial phase point, which evolves to (s,w) at time tb' The characteristics ofEq. (12) are 
Equations (17) and (18) are easily solved for the particle position using energy conservation,
yielding O<K< 00,
IV. CONSERVATION LAWS AND GENERALIZED DAMPING (19a) (19b)
It is well known that Eq. (II) with the source term set to zero possesses an infinite sequence of conservation laws. I? Since the source term is ofthe form as / as, the lowest conservation law is maintained; i.e., dloIdr = 0 for (21) Physically this corresponds to mass conservation. The next two conservation laws in the sequence are the momentum,
and the energy,
The addition of the source term results in the following:
The method of perturbed conservation laws, mentioned in the Introduction, amounts to the substitution of the solution to the KdV Eq. (13) 
The integrals J u and J T represent the untrapped-and trapped-particle contributions, respectively. Inserting the soliton form, Eq. (13), into the left-hand side ofEq. (27) results in the following equation for the variation of e on the slow soliton time scale:
where the generalized damping rate is given by
Observe that if we rewrite Eq. (29) in terms of the variable t, we obtain
If € -0 W 12) then we are within the valid region of our ordering (cf. Fig. 1) ; Eq. (31) verifies consistency in that our assumption that e varies on the r time scale is borne out. In the next section we investigate the solution of this equation.
In concluding this section we remark on the conservation laws 12 and 1 0 , It is an interesting fact that both conservation laws, II and 1 2 , yield exactly Eq. (29) when the soliton form Eq. (13) is assumed; this lends confidence to our analysis. Physically this arises because, within our ordering, soliton energy is lost at a rate that is proportional to the product of the sound speed and the momentum loss.
More rigorous perturbation theories (Keener and McLaughlin, 18 Karpman and Maslov, 15 Watanabe l9 ) show that in addition to the slow modulation, a tail is typically produced behind the soliton. These theories, however, lead to an equation that is identical to the result obtained by substituting Eq. (13) into either Eq. (24) or (25). As Watanabe shows, an estimate for the size of the tail generated may be obtained from the conservation law dlo =.!!.....f<Plds=O, dr dr by assuming <PI = <Ps + 8<P = 0 and using Eq. (25) to describe the evolution of <Ps. This shows that if the soliton damps, a positive amplitude tail must form.
V.RESULTS
Unlike the O'Neil calculation, the dependence of e on the slow time scale r results in the variation of the soliton width and speed, as well as its amplitude. We will see that asymptotically this variation tends to zero.
In Fig. 2 we plot numerical computations of the time variation of y(liJ b t) and separately its contributions from J u and J T' Observe that J T quickly tends to zero, while J u oscillates and does so more slowly. This variation arises because the initial condition, Eq. (15), is not a BGK equilibrium. If the waveform is frozen then untrapped particles that are uniformly fed into the system at Ixl = 00 will require a characteristic transit time before temporal variation monotonically \ I
."". tends to zero, due to the uniformity of particle phase-space density upon an untrapped trajectory. This explains the time dependence of J u • The damped oscillatory behavior of J T can be explained by the usual phase space smearing effect of particles in a potential well. In Appendix B we show by integration by parts that
This asymptotic behavior is indicated by the dotted curve of 
where
and the prime is used to indicate differentiation with respect to the first argument. Ifwe replace G (¢,~) by
then the value of r u is unchanged. This is true since
is odd in its first argument. Performing the time integration of Eq. (34) Similarly, the contribution from r T can be shown to be
The asymptotic values seen in Fig. 3 are predicted by the formula Values of EC(O) 58 2 are beyond the region of validity of our theory, since W b 5 YL in this region. In this case it is not sufficient to assume the soliton amplitude is constant when solving the Vlasov equation, and one expects linear damping to dominate the saturation due to phase mixing.
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APPENDIX A: LINEAR LIMIT
As pointed out in the text, the theory of Ott and Sudan is valid for times t <,w b-I. If one takes the limit W b t ---+ 0 while keeping KWbt finite, then the electron orbits as described by Eq. (19) reduce to uniform motion. We will show, in this limit, that the right-hand side of Eq. (28a) reduces to the appropriate expression for linear electron Landau damping of the ion-acoustic soliton.
Recall that J T arises from the integration over the region of phase space that corresponds to trapped electrons. Since in our limit no such particles exist, evidently
Consider now the contribution due to untrapped partides.
(AI) where
Expanding F in a Taylor series in its first argument yields
The first two terms in the integrand ofEq. (A3) can be shown to vanish. The only nonvanishing contribution from the third term is
+ higher-order terms.
(A4)
Continuing this procedure, the next nonvanishing contributionisO (Wbt ).Substituting</> , = </> -KWbtandmakinguseof the parity of the integrand yields the following equivalent form forJ u : Here P is used to mean principle part. In this limit Eq. (28a) produces the result of Ref. 1. To conclude this Appendix we point out that upon Fourier transforming sech 2 </ > and making use of the identity· P foo exp(ik</>,) d</> = itT sgn K exp(iK</> '), 
Similarily, the Fourier integral representation for the untrapped particle contribution can be shown to be 
(B7)
As mentioned in the text the dominant contribution to the time asymptotic behavior of y(t ) comes from J T (see Fig.  2 ). This behavior can be extracted by the integration by parts procedure. 21 WriteJ T in the form (B8) where F m (K) is defined by comparing Eqs. (B8) and (B6). Integrating by parts twice yields Since F;" (1) vanishes unless m = 0, we obtain
